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WIND LOADS ON LOW RISE BUILDINGS _ A REVIEW

ABSTRACT

A review of knowledge of the pressures and forces exerted by wind on low nse buítdings is presented. The
tluctuøting and turbulent nature of the wind pressures is descrtbed, together wìth the mechanisms cattsing
the fluctuations.

Although all the available reliable datq on wind loads on flat and gøble roof buildings are reviewed, emphasis
is placed on the extensíve wínd tunnel data obtained rqcelltty ín Canada and Austrølia. These data are
descrtbed ín some detail. { ì r

Finatly, a summary of the recent changes tâ'the Austmiiigr¡,p¡¡¡nø on wind forces (AS 1lZ0 part 2)
affecting low rise buildings is given. : 'lrr ' :' - '

Keywords: Low rise buildings, Model tests, Wind loads, Wind tunnels.

1 INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACK-
GROUND

1.t Introduction
In the decade 1970-1980, an amount of damage approach. -. .,

ing $1000 million was sustained by structures as a result '-

of windstorms in Australia. The majority of this damage
was incurred by low rise buildings, and a single event,
Cyclone Tracy in Darwin, accounted for over half the
total damage.

are high and interference and shelter effects
are important.

(iÐ Roof loadings, with atl the variations due to
changes in geometry, are of more importance

Itr¡.: {9. low rise buildings. The highest loadings on
the surface of a low rise structure are generally
the suctions on the roof, and many structural
failures are initiated there.

On the credit side, however, dynamic effects (i.e. inertia
loading) due to wind, can normally be neglected for low
rise buildings.

t.z'iiirto¡"ut
Studi.es of the wind loading of low rise buildings by wind
tuniìel and îull scale tgsting have been carried out for at
least 90 years. However, it has been only recently that
relatively reliable measurements have been made. This
was due to a combination of a lack of suitable inst¡umen-
tation and high response measuring techniques, together
with a lack of appreciation of the importance of simulat-
ing atmospheric tu¡bulence in wind tunnel tests.

These facts and fìgures have led the structural engineering
and architectural professions, and the construction and
insurance industries, to express concem at the lack of
knowledge of the loads imposed on low rise.bulldings þy. ..
wind, and of how to design structüràs ecoiiòmically'to" ¡

resist these loads. Following nearly two decades in which
researchers in the fìeld of wind loading have devoted
most of their attention to high rise buildings and other
large structures, more emphasis is now being devoted to
low rise buildings, both in Australia and overseas.

Two significant factors make the assessment of wind
loads for low rise buildings at least as diffìcult as that for
taller buildings and other larger structures:

(i) Low ¡ise buildings are usually immersod with"
in the layer of aerodynamic ,roughness, on the
earth's surface. Here the turbulence intensities

Some of the earliest applications of wind tunnels were in
the study of wind pressures and fo¡ces on low rise
buildings. The two earliest known studies are those by
Irminger (1894) in Copenhagen, and Kernot (1S93) at
Melbourne University. Isolated studies were carried out
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in the next 30 years at the National Physical Laboratory

(NPL) in Britain, the Göttingen Laboratories in Germany,

the National Bureau of Standards in the United StateS,

the Central Aero-Hydrodynamical Institute of the

USSR, and elsewhere. These early measurements,

however, showed some disagreement with each other,

although they were all measurements of steady wind

piessures in nominally steady flow conditions' This was

probably due to small, but differing' turbulence le'uels in

the various wind tunnels.

In Denmark, Irminger and Nokkentved (1930) carried oút

quite extensive wind tunnel studies in the early 1930s'

Although, again, these tests were carried out in unrealistic,

steady, uniform flow conditions' an innovation was the

use of ,wind tunnel models with porous walls' and the

measurement of internal as well as external pressures' One

of their data sheets is shown in Figure 1, showingmeasure-

ments of external-internal pressure differences' Similar,

but less extensive, measurements were carried out in

Australia in this period, by Richardson and Miller (1932)'

Some progress was made by Bailey and:Vincent (1943)

at'the NPL in explaining dîfferences between wind tunnel

and full scale measurements of wind pre.esures on a shed.

However, it was not until the 1950s that Jensen (1958),

at the Technical Universíty of Denmàik, explained

satisfactorily the differences betwèen full scaie and wind

tunnel model measu¡ements of wiúd pressures. Figure 2

shows some of his measurements and illùst¡ates the

importance of u
obtain pressure

scale values. Jen

extensive wind tunnel measuréments 'on a range of
building shapes. Although thei¡ measuremeits were of
'mean pressures only, and the surface roughness used was

represetrtative, in many casés, of very smooth terrain,

many of their data are still the only aiailable for many

low rise buitding shaPes. :

In the èarly 1970s, the Building Resea¡ch Establishment

',:i' the United Kingdom, followihg a survey of building

du-ag. due to wind in that country, commenced a þro-
gram of full scale measuréments of wind pressures and

,io¡ces on double storey houses at Aylesbury, Engiand.

As well as measurements on existing'terraced houses, an

isolated house with a gable roof of variable pitch angle

:was specially constructed, and extensive'pressure measure'

ments were made. In this study, advantage'was:taken of
the considerable development in electronic instrument-

ation and computer-based statistical analysis techniques

that had occur¡ed in theþreviouS two decades. The results

(Eaton and Mayne 1975;Eaton et al,l975) emphasized

the highly fluctuating nature of the wind pressures. High

suction peaks in separated flow regions that were being

observed concurrently in boundary layer wind tunnel and

full scale studies of high rise buildìngd, were also strongly

eviden't in the Aylesbury study. However, later appraisals

of the data during comparisons with wind tunnel studies

(Holmes and Best 1978b; Apperley et al' 1979) showed

up a number of inconsistencies. Data from two measure-

'rient 'runs' on the isolated house, with the same ioof
pitch and mean wind direction, showed significant differ-

ences. A numberofieasons have been advanced for these

inconsistencies: for example, measurement problems

such as a fluctuating static pressure reference and un'

cor¡ected ze¡o drifts in the pressure t¡ansducers' The

effect of natural variability in the wind, such as sudden

changes in wind direction and changes in atmospheric

stability conditions, may also be important. At present,

some reanalysis of the Aylesbury datäìs being undertaken'

It appears, at present, that properly conducted boundary

layer wind tunnel tests are the most satisfactory means

of obtaining reliable and consistent pressure and force

coefficients for use in codes and standards on wind

loading. However, continued model-full scale and model'

model comparisons are an essential component.

In the following sectlons; a description of the nature and

characteristics of wind loadings on low rise buildings is

followed by descriptions of recent extensive wind tunnel

studies carried out at the University of Western Ontario

(tiWO), Canada, and James Cook University (JCU) of
North Queensland, Australia. Othei'recent wind tunnel

and full scale studies are then summarized more briefly.

This is followed by an assessment of the cur¡ent A¡stralian

Standard AS 1170 Pafi 2 (Standards Association of
Australia l98l), as ameans ofprediction ofwindloads on

low rise buildings, and some discusdion of¡elevant changes

to the Standard, that have recently been approved'

, GENERAL CHARACTER.ISTICS OF WIND

PRESSURES ON LOW RISE BUILDINGS

AND MODEL-SCALING CRITERIA

2.1 Introduction
As discussed previously, the Aylesbury fuli scale studies

and subsequent turbulent boundary layer wind tunnel

tests showed very clearly the highly fluctuating nature of
" wind pressures, loáds and load effects on low rise build-

ings. There is variability both in time and in space (i.e.

over the surface of the building). The fluctuations are

attributable to two basic sources:

(i) -' Pressure fluctuations induced by upwind turb-
' ulent velocity fluctuations, which are intense

grouped building or urban situation, the upwind

turbulence may originate f¡om the wakes of
upwind buildings.

(iÐ Unsteady pressures in the separated flow regions

' occurring neat sharp corners, roof eaves and

ridges. This includes vortex shedding effects'
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Interactions between the two mechanisms above, further
complicate rthe situation.

Other sources of pressure ,fluctuations are in thç,small
scale, tow separations that occur behind local.claddi4g
features and discontinuities on the vyalls or roofs of low
.rise buildings. However, as well as bçing lopalized, these
,are nlrrch smaller magnitude than those originating frq¡n
the main sources listed above. These have,been ignored
in. this dispussion of wind loading, but could be of
signifìcance in some cases of local cladding loads, and as

a source,of. unwanted noise.

. i ,,1

2.2 PressureCoefficients
Pressures on bodies are normally expressed in the form
of a non-dimensional pressure coefficient, de{ined .4s

follows: : ,, , ,. ,

^ ,-\ _ p(t) - po tí

cp(t)=æ (l)

., -rí, ,''',,
pg is a static (arnbient, atmospheric) reference pressure,
p is the air. density and ü-i¡ a mea$velocity measured at
a convenient reference height. In the case of.low rise
buildings, this is.,most oflen taken to be the eaves þeight
of the building (but away frpm the influe¡ce of the
building).,Since the pressure at any point on,the building
surface is fluctuating with time, the pressure copfficiqnt
can also,be treated as a time-varying quantity.

Figure 3 shows.asection ofa pressure reco¡d taken from
a model building ¡_q a yil.Q tunnel test, and shows four
important particula{ v4pgs of pressure coeffìcient:

'l

- the mean or time averaged value;

- the root mean squared (rms) fluctuating value,
representing .þe average departure from the

ô Y mean; I il ,:: .:

Cp,Cp- the maximum and minþum,values occurring
in the period of the record - in full scale, this
period is typically 10 minutes to one hour.

Coefficients qf total fo¡ces and- rnoÅrnts, and other
relevant structutal effects are defìned in a similar way to
the pressure coefficient, with the inclusion of appropriate
reference areas and heigþts. t,

2.3 Wind Tunnel Model Scaling r ., :i
Fo¡ the sharp-edged bl.uff body confìgurations character-
istic of the majority of low rise buildings, the flow
patteml are insensitive, to vþcous effects and Reynolds
number variations. This,means that, provided an adequate
reproduction .,of the,: turbulent flow, characteristics
prevalent in the atmosphere is used in wind tunnel tests,
and the model is correct getlnetrically, the pressure and
force coeffìcients, measured are appliqable to full scale
buildings a! design wind speeds.

A non-dimensional paranteter {hat has been used to
indicate similarity in mean velocity profiles is the ratio
h/zo,i.e. the ratio of thebuildingheight to the roughness
length in the logarithmic velocity profile. However, the
importance of simulating correctly full scale turbulence
intçnsities at heights around the eaves height oflow rise
building models also needs to be emphasized, as there is
astrong dependcnce ofthe fluctuating and peak pressure
coefhcients, and a weaker, but significant, dependence
of the mean pressures, on this parameter. The turbulence
intensity similarity will only be achieved with h/zo
equality, if the simulated boundary layer in the wind
tunnel correctly simulates the high turbulence inner
su.rface layer of the atnosphere, over the full height of
,the low rise building model and above.

' .it

Turbulence length scales need also to be matched, as

closgly as possible, to the model geometric scales,
although there,a¡e difficulties in producing suffìciently
large scales to suit the 1/50 to 1/300 geometric scales
requi¡ed for practical .mpdelling of low rise buildings.
However, results have shown that some relaxation of this
crite.rion can be madea as long as the turbulence scales,
clgsely ¡elpted, to major.,eddy,sizes, are seve¡al times
la¡ger than the building, dimensions.
i i,".. i

2.4 , Flow Patteryrs and Me4n Pressure Distribr¡tion
i Some gros$ features. gf the .flow patterns around low rise
'buiþings. a¡d tþe effect on mean pressure distributions,
particularly on,roofs, will now be examined.

i

Fig,tre 4 shows the main .featu¡es of the flow over a

builling with a low.low,pitP,hed roof, ar\d illustrates the
effegJ,gfJurþul9n-cg,in the.upwind flow on thp ave¡4ge

,.qize. of tþe separation lbubble' downwind of the leading
edge gfthe roof. The external flow is separated from the
bubble by a thin but grov¡ing shear layer - a region of
high velocity gradients and high local turbulence and
vorticity. The effect of the upwind turbulence.is to
move the mean reattachment region of the sheai layer
closer to the leading eÇge,and to reduce the bubble size.
It has been suggested thaJ;!þe very small sçales in the rrp-
wind turbulence enhance the çntrainment of air into tþe
g{.owing shear layer and inc¡ease its.curvature (Gartshore
1973),:However, in th9_qnqe of atmospheric tu¡bulence
approaching an isolated. lew rise building, the main
turbulence scalps containing e¡er.gy are generally much
1a¡g9r than the buildiug @irnensions, and the pþenomengn
is, mqrB,csmpliçated than ,this.
'.1:-':l":-l'i

The inte¡sities 'of tu¡hutqnce;af .the¡ roof height of low
';rise buildings-:âre: typicall,y 207p or greater, and the

' 
separation'bubbld lengths;:are quite small compared: to
those occurriñg in low turbulence or smooth flow (Fig.
4)i Small separation bubble sizes with high shear layer
curvatu¡es are associated with low nrean pressures, i.e.
high suctions, but r,qpid pressure reçovery downwind to

ep
có
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the reattached flow region. Figure 5 shows mean pressure

coefficients measured on flat-roof building models at
the University of Western Ontario (Davenport and Surry
1974), and illustrates the rapid reduction in suction to a

very low value in I to 2 building heights downwind from
the leading edge. Recent modifications to Appendix.B of
the Australian Standard AS I 170 Paft 2, have recognhed
this phenomenon, and pressure coefhcients from this
source are shown for comparison in Figure 5.

The situation described above is applicable for roof
pitches up to 5o to 10o; these low pitch roofs can be
called 'aerodynamically flat'. Fo¡ pitch angles in the
range 10o to 20" approximately, the second flow separ-
ation at the ridge causes further high suction regions on
both sides of the ridge. Downwind of the ridge,reattach-
ment of the flow again occurs with an accompanying
recovery in pressure. At roof pitches greater than 20o,
positive pressures occur on the windward roof face, and
fully separated flows without reattachment occur down-
wind of the ridge, giving relatively uniform suctions on
the leeward roof face.

Figures 6 and 7 show a number of recent wind tunnel
measurements of mean pressures on gable roofs of
buildings with dimensions characteristic of domestic
houses. These measurements were èarried out at the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Tieleman and Reinhóld
19,76),Ihe Technical University of Denmark (Jensen and
Franck 1965), and at James Cook University (réferences
given in Section 3.2). Again values from AS 11?0 Part 2
for structural loading are shown for comparison.

Similar flow separation and reattachment, as.described
in the foregoing for roofs, occurs'on side walls. Pressures
near the stagnation region on windward walls are positive
with respect to the f¡eest¡eam static ,pressure. .Iæeward

walls are influenced by the recirculating wake, and
generally experience small , suctions, but ,the values
measured depend on the building dimensions, including
the roofpitch angle.

:i ) '

:¿.5 FluctuatingPressures
The rms fluctuating ptessure coeffìcient is a measure of
the general level of pressure fluctrtations occuning at a

Barticular point, and for a particular wind di¡ection. The
numerical value depends on:the turbulence intensity in
the flow fìeld upwind, and on the. position on the
building surface. In open country terrain, wherê :the

turbulence intensity at eaves height is around. 20%,
values of Cfr of 0.3 to 0.4 occu¡ on windward walls.

In separated reattaching flow regions on side walls,
values of0.6 or greater can occur. Even higher values can
occur on roofs for those conditions, with values greater
than 1.0 being not uncommon. Correspondingly larger
values occur in built-up terrain;the largest value of Cn

on a roof, measured' in the uWO tests described in
Section 3.1, was greater than 1.4.

Thé probability density function (pdÐ and cumulative
,dtistribútion function (cdf) are measures of the distrib-
utions of amplitude in the pressure'fluctuations at any
'point. Even though the upwind velocity fluctuations
'may' have distributions close to Gaussian except very
near the ground, the probability distributions of the
pressure fluctuations are found to be skewed (Holmes
and Best 1978a; Stathopoulos 1980). Figure 8 shows a

wind tunnel measurement of the idf for the pressure
fluctuations on the windward wall of a house model
showing the strong positive skewness. This can be
explained, at least partly, by the 'square-law' transfer
relating pressure and velocity (Holmes 1980b). Nelative
skewness occurs for pressure fluctuations in separated
flow regions with large negative mean pressures.

An explanation for the intermittent and short-duration
peaks in suction ocôuning under separating and reattach-
ing shear layers on 'bottrrtrigh rise and low rise buildings
has been given by Melboume (,1979).

i

3. RECENT STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
WESTERN ONTARIO AND JAMES COOK
UNIVERSITY

The following sections describe the test methods and
main ¡esults of two recent extensive ivind tunnel test
programs in which the wind loading of iow rise buildings
was studied'

3.1 Industrial Buildin$ Study at the University of
Western Ontario

(Davenport et al. 1977, 1978; Surry et al. 1978).
3.1.1. Wind tunnel and flow properties. The boundary
layer wind tunnel at the University of Western Ontario
was one of the earliest of its type used for studying wind
effects on structures (Davenþort and Isyumov 1967).lt
has a working section about 25 m long, 2.5 m wide and
2.0 m high. Simulated atmospheric boundary layers are
grown naturally over roughness distributed along the
floor of the test section. This method of boundary layer
simulation produces mean flow and turbulence character-
istics appropriate to geometric scales at about l/500.
At this scale, however, low rise building models have
rathe¡ small dimensions, and most of the UWO tests in
this series were carried out with models at a nominal
geometric scale of l/250. Thus, at typical model eaves
heights, both the turbulence intensities and the scales

were slightly smaller than optimurir

Figure 9 shows the mean velocity and turbilence intensity
profiles for the two simulated terrain types: smooth
terrain corresponding approximately to Category 2 in the
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Australian Standard, and built-up ter¡ain corresponding
approxirnately to Category 3.

3.1.2 Phase I of the study - effect of scale and length.
The model configurations used in the I-IWO testq Atrp

shown in Figure 10. Phase I of the study consistefl,of
exploratory experiments in which a single roof pitch
(l:12 = 5o) confìguration was used. As indicated in
Figure 10, the effects of geometric scale and building
length were investigated. Modêls at geometric scales of
11500, ll25O and l/100 were made although, as stated
previously, the 'corect' scale on the basis of the flow
properties was l/500.

The basic pressure-measuring system was stated to have
an adequate frequency response to about 100 Hz. This
gave measurements of peak pressures averaged over
about 1 second in full scale.

A compariso pe
showed a sli ng
l/250 scale, siC

1/100 scale. on
explained by considering the relative contributions of
two effects going in opposite directions. An inc¡ease in
geometric ¡cale (wifhout oha4ging the flow,properties)
by increasing the height of the model, puts the building
surfaces in a lower turbulence region, which tends to
produce lower pressure fluctuations. Conversely, the
large size of the model means th4t the frequencies of the
contributions tpm. the. lbuilding-induced' turbulence are
generally lower for thç,qrlp ra¿þd velocity,. and the,pres-
sure measurement system has a better frequency response
relative to the pressure fluctuations being measured.
However, the differpnces between the,re,quftp frsm the
11250 and 1i500 scale models were nqt large, and nearly
all of the subsequent lpsts in the QWO, series were carried
with.the larger modeJs,and a nomjgal scale of 1l2SO.

3.1.3 Phase II - effect of roof pitch and eaves heþht.
hìL Phase II of the. study, tests were carried out on

The measurements carricd out in Phase-II consis(ed of
point pressure measurements at about 200 pressure taps
on each model and also the on-line measurement of

several structural effects associated with an end bay.
Figure l1 shows diagramnraticaliy the procedures used
for the latter measurements. Instantancous purlin loads
wqre measured by sumnring 'pneumatically, (Surry and

,Stathopoulos 1978) the pressures froln scveral pressure
taps, These loads were then digitized by a minicontputer
system, weighted by appropriate structural influence co-
efficients, and summed by the courpute¡. In this way ,on-

line' instantaneous values ofvarious structural effects in-
fluenced by large areas ofbuildingsurface were obtained.
The following bay loads were determined in this way:

(Ð Vertical uplift force
, (iÐ Horizontal force

(iiÐ Bending moments at the ridge for a two-pinned
frame.

(iv) Bending moments at the knee for two and
three-pinned frames.

Finally, some area-averaged instantaneous roof loads
were, measured for a square area, with a side length equal
to one-tenth of the building width (approx. 2.5 m in full
scale), at the corner of the roof of each model.

Thq above rqeasurements were taken at 45o intervals of
wind direction.

l: t ..

3.1.4 Pcah; por¡nt pressures. The worst peak point
pressures (Cp, Cp) for,any wind direotion are shown in
Figures,.12-14 fsrtaclrof the three roof pitches, respe.c-

t¡vely. Clearl¡r; the peak pressures and suctions are
significantly. greater in, the built-up ïerrain, as expected.
For any given roof pitch, there is not a large variation
with eaves height, remembering that the ptessure coeffìc-
ients :are; calculated using. the, eaves height mean vel ociti
in eaohicaSe. Since the:fluctuating pressur€s are also
closely, r-elated to the ,turbulence intensities'lower peak
pressures might be expectedzat greater eaves heights
where the turbulence intensities' are lower and, in fact,
there is a tendency,for this to.occur in Figures 12-14.
Hol.ever, the local: pres'sures are a1sö influenced by
building-induced flow separations, and hence by the
relative building dimensions.

The worst suctions;orcur on,the-'18" pitch roofs n.u, *,
ridge at the gable end.,Foi 5?,pitch,, thereis a more even
distributiqn of the worst:suction,regions around the edge
of the roof. For 451 pitch,;theicomer region generally
has the wo¡st suctions, especially at the lowest height.
Positive ,peak pressures are, also,signihcant on the 45o
pitph roof. .;

, ,' ,i

3.1.5 Structural loads. Figures l5 and l6 show repres-
entative .rneasu¡ements ofnstructural parameters obtained
using the. rnethod,described previously. It is clear from
tltese fìgures that there is,a,co¡slds¡able range of fluc-
tuation..between the'maximum and minimum values,
especially in the built up, terrain, again reflecting the
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higher turbulcnce levels associated with thc latter. The I

largest nragnitudes occur fo¡ the wind directions for
which thc mean is also the largest, and the largest peak

pressures have the sanrc sign as the nrean. In fact, good

approxirnations to thc peak values can be obtained by
multiplying the rnean value by a 'gust factor' of about 2

for open-country terrain, and about 3 for built-up'
terrain. These stable values of gust factor are useful

rvhen 'equivalent static' loads are required for code :

purposes (see Section 5).

3.1.6 Area averaging at a comer. Figure 17 illustrates

the effect of tributary area at a comer, where the instan' 
.

taneous combined pressures at four points connected l

together (solid line) is plotted together with the arithmetic

mean of the peak pressures measured independently and

non-simultaneously. A signihcant reduction is seen in
the effective pressure occurring over this area, which is
about 2.5 x 2.5 m in full scale, assuming a geometric

scale of 1/250. However, lesset reductions were found at,

the higher roof pitches.

3.1.7 Phase III - effect of overhanging eaves and,large

nearby structures. In Phase III of the UWO study, the

effects of overhangingeaves, parapets, and oflarge nea¡by

structures were investigated, and internal pressures were

measured. These topics were also covered in the JCU

tests described below, so this phase of the LIWO study

will not be discussed here. However, full details are given

by Davenport et al. (1978);aspects were also covered by
Stathopoulos et al. (1979), Stathopoulos (f981a) and'

Stathopoulos (l98lc).

3.2 Study of Domestic Houses at James Cook i ,

University (J.C.U.)
3.2,1 Introduction. Model studies of wind loads on

domestic houses were commenced at James Cook
University in 1977, following the severe' damage to those

structures during tropical Cyclones Althea in 1971 and

Tracy in 1974. Although emphasis was given;to shapes

characteristic of tropical-style houses, the rnodels were

also representative of many.{ustralian houses in southern

;egions.

Figure 18 shows the range of confìgurations tested in
this study. An initial phaqç consi$ted of a,comp3rison of
wind tunnel model test results with the full scale results

from the experimental house at Aylesbury (HolmeS.and

Best 1977, 1978b). Since then,,a range 9f Australian-style
domestic house shapes,,with ove¡hanging eaves and gable

ends, has been studied. Five roof pitches from 3o to 3,0o

have been tested, and the effect of elevating the house,

as in the'high-set' configurations ôommon in Queensland
and the Northern Tenitory, was also examined, (Holmes

and Best 1978a; Best and Holmes 1978;Holmes and

Munarin 1979;Holmes 1981b). The early emphasis was

on the nreasu¡entent of point pressures on the roof
and walls - nrore relevant to the prediction of the loading
on' cladding elements of small extent, Howevgr, in later
work .attention was switched to the measurelnent of
loads and st¡uctural effects influenced:by larger surface

areas applicablc to the design of structure and found'
ations (Holmes 1980a; Holmes and Best l98l;Best and

Holmes I 980; Roy and Holn'res 198 l). Internal pressures

(Holnres 1978) and the sheltering effects on houses

within suburban groupings (Holmes and Best 1979),

have also been investigated, as shown in Figure 18.

Most of the above studies have been summarized by
Holmes (1980c).

3,2.2 Wind tunnel and flow simulation. The dimensions

of the wind tunnel test section at James Cook University
are: length, 17.5 m (recently extended from l3.7 m);
height, 2.0 m (adjustable); and width, 2.5 m.It is of the

open return type; \rrith the fan mounted downwind of
the test section. In order to produce models ofa reason-

able size, geometric scatres of 1/50 and 1/100 were used.

At these scales, it is not possible to reproduce the full
height of the atmospheric boundary layer, and a 'partial',
boundary layer simulation:was uSed, in which atmospheric

flows are simulated up to equivalent full scale heights of
50 to 100 m. The turbulent boundary layer flows were

generated by a combination of carpet roughness on the,
floor of the tunnel together with a plain fence at the;
sta¡t of the test section. The carpet provides roughness

of the correct length zo, znd hence gives the required
mean velocity profile. The fence serves two purposes:

fìrstly, it acts as a momentum 'trip'. to accelerate the

boundary layer growth, and secondly, it acts as a generator

of turbulence-of large scale and intensity, in the form of
its decaying wake. The height of the fence is varied to
suit the geometric soale being simulated (Holmes 1977).

Figure 1 9 shows the profìle of mean velocity and longitud- I

inal turbulence intensity used for the 1/50 scale testing.

Good agreement is shown with profìles computed frorn:
the 'logarithmic' law with a roughness, length zo of i

35 mmr= a value appropriate to Category 2 terrun'
(open country) in the .A,S 1170 Part 2. Figure 20 shows-,

the spectrum of the longitudinal turbulence component
compared with a standard empirical expression approp'
riate to the roughness length of 35 mm (Engineering

Sciences Data Unit 1974).'This figure indicates that the

scales of turbulence were, in general, about half those

desirable for a 'correct' representation of the real atmos-
pheric situation. However, this must be viewed in the light
of the wide variability in full scale measurements of wind

spectra. Alio, as indicated,previously, the turbulence
scales are many times larger than the building dimensions,

and a discrepancy of this order is expected to have little
effect on the measured pressures and forces.
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3.2.3 Measureñent jtêchniques. As in the IJIVO tests;
the nreasure¡nent of point pre ssures was carried out with
a :tube-¡estrictor,bystem having a flat frequency response
tò about 80. Hz. At a tilne scale ofraround 20, this
corresponded t0 about 4Hzin full scale, The system was
found to attenùate the peak suctions at pòints.in separJj

ated flow regionvby about 107ø (Holnres .1981b), but
this is offiet partly by the tranSlation of these point
pressures to those on finite areas of buil.ding cládding. Ä
PDPS/E minicomputer data acquisition system was
used to sample all vclocity, pressure and force signals
and for statistical data processing.

3.2.4 Model and full scale comparison. Models of the
Aylesbury experimental house at geometric scales of
I /50 and I /100, and with roof pitches of l0o anô 22.5" ,i
were made, ahd comparisons with full scale tesults were ,

ntade for three wind directions., Correlation coefficients
of 0.'79 and 0.86 were found forthe.full scale to,l/50,
scale,,niodel conrparisohs for'meai ând peak pressurê:r
coeffìcients respectively. Thesé.Vâlues were, in fact,'
better than those obtained when two equiValent full
scale runs weie compared. Regarded in this-light, the
niodel to full scale comparisons'were considered,to be
satisfactory until,,more statistioally 'stable' full scale data
areavailable,, . ! :

: i!

3.2.5. Mean,pr€ssure coefficients. A comparison'of mean
pressure coefficients for low,set and high set (elevated).
housesrwith l0o.pitch roofs iis shown in Figures,2l to.
24, fo¡ wind directions of 0o, 45o, 60o and 90o respec-
tively. (At 91, the mean wind direction is normal to the.
ridge.) Roof suctions a¡e invariably negative for all ryind
directions, and the worst suctions are generally highenon
the high-set house, Wall pressure coefficients,areialso
higher for the high set house, particu.larly on the windward
walls, and on the windward edges o,f the side walls. The,
worst mean roof suctions, independent of direction occur
along the edges near the windward ootrner, but not at the .

cqmer.,itself.,In fact, for wind directions 30: < 0 <70" ,
the region of,low suction extends right to the corner,
itself. :This phenomenon is due to Jhe 'occur¡ence of
conical vorticesr:along the edges, of the. roof near the
corner, in a similar mannerito those on a delta'winged;
aircraft at incidence; the effect may be amplifìed.by the
roofoverhangs. : .

, i ' ,i.

The effect of roof pitch angle -ôn the mean ptressure:
coeffìcients is shown in Figures 25 and 2(¡ fot rcof
pitches of 15o, 20" and,30", and fo¡ wind,directions of
0o and ¡90o. Pressures.rand',suctions on the walls are
largely insensitive to the roof pitch, and this is,also true
of the roof suctions at the wind direc,tion of 9O". At that
angle, the rroof, effectively presents..a zerosloperto the,
wind. Howcvcr, thc net roof uplift, conrputed, front the
ve¡tical componenti of the pressures will tend to:reduce
at high roofpitches.

Hoúever, the effect of roof pitch pn nrean roof pressures
for the 0o wind direction is considcrable. On the wind-
wa,rd face, the roof pressures change from being all
nogative at 15o pitch, near zero at 20o and almost all
positive at 30o. The effect of the second separation at
the ridge on the roof suctions is largest at the lower roof
pitch. At 20o and 30o pitch, the flow does not reattach
after the second separation, as discussed in Scction 2.4,
giving a nearly uniform CO over the leeward surface of
around -0.5 in each case.

3.2.6 Peak pressure coefficients. The contours of worst
peak suction Cp for any wind direction are shown in
Figures :27 and 28. These fìgures can be compared
directly with Figures 12 to 14 showing results from the
UWO tests. However, in the JCU tests, a smaller wind
direction increment, averaging l0o, was used to identify
better the wind directions producing the worst peaks.

The effect of increasing roof pitch is to emphasize the
gable end as the worst loaded region. The eaves along the
long wall are only loaded heavily for roofpitches of l0o
ot'lowbr. The wotst positive'pÞaks (not shown plotted)
obcur on the'gãble 'end walls' fór all roof pitches (Best
and ÉIolmes,'l 97& 1 Holmes' I 981 b).

,',, .| ¡ ;

Plots such aC thbse in Figures 72-74 and27-28,are often
used as a luide to the specifìcation ofeladding loads for
dosign. However,'thesè.can be somewhat misleading, as

they onll show-the' worst pressure coefficients,indepen-
ddnt,of dlrection. The pressure coefficients occurring at
other wind directions are also important. Large changes of
pressure coefficients with wind direction can occur, espec-
ially for roóf,srJctions; and thisìò itlustratéd by Figure 29,
which shows the variation of all fóurpidssure cóéffìcients
with wiIrd azìrhuth, for two points on a house model.

- i : t!''

3.2.7 Internal.pressurès. iA special model of a double
storey hoúse for studying iûternal pressures was construc-
ted at à 1/50 scale.,A number of panels with different open
areâs were'used to study the effect ófboth the absolute
open alea atd the ratio of wîridrvard to leewa¡d opeil are.rs.

Figures 30 and 31 show the variation of mean and rms
fluctuating .rlïressürei coeffìcientS ,as a function of the
ratio of windward to leèwa/d opén areàs; the mean flow
di¡ection was norniâl fo thê windward wall. The mean
internal , pressure 'coefficiertt can' be predicted fairly
acòurately. ,from thé folloùirig formüla, obtained by
cohsitiering thè flotry,thrbugh the openings and mass
con'servation (HolÌn'es. t lZS¡r:

cpl

1 + (A*/41)2
+ (2)

whe¡eicpw and õpl are the mean pressure coefficients at
the windwa¡d and leeward openings respectively, and
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A* and A1 are the areas of the windward and leeward
openings respectively. Equation (2) is shown plotted
with the experinrental data in Figure 30.

Both the nlean and fluctuating pressure coeffìcients
show a nlonotonic increase with increasing A*/41.
Clearly, the highest internal pressures will occur when
there is a single windward opening. This case was studied
in more detail both experimentally'and theoretically. As
shown in Figure 32, the case can be treated simply as,a

damped Helmholtz resonator, well known in acoustics.
In simple terms, the system can be regarded as a mass'

spring-damper vibrating system, in which the mass (or
inertia) is that of the air 'slug' due to the resistance of
the air inside the volume to changes in pressure, and the
damping is represented by the energy loses of the flow
through the opening.

A computer simulation program that used the theoretical
model described above was developed, and Figure 32
shows a section of the computer-simulated record of
internal pressure fluctuations for the case of an intemal
volume of 600 m3 and windward opening area of I m2';
the mean wind speed was 30 m/s. The pressure record
shows a small resonant effect at"a,fiequency of about
2.4 Hz; frequencies up ,to the resonant'frequency in the
external pressure are felt with little or no alteration
inside the building.

Experirnental results compared quite well with the
results of the simulation method described above (Holmes,

1978). ' ;

' : | : : ; ':
3.2.8 Grouped'houses. The effect of the,grouping of
houses in characteristic subu¡ban street patterns was

studied using models.at a,,geometric scale of 1/100
compared with the 1/50 scale used for the studies
described previously. Many grouped-house configurations,
were examined and, for most of these, various wind
directions were used. Up to four rows of houses were
contained in the groups. All the houses used had I 0e pitch
gah!,e roofs, but both high and low-set confìgurations
were used.

A 'standard' suburban spaçi¡lg betweçn rows'of houses

of 40 m was established as shown irt Figure,33; However,
both larger and smaller sp4qings than this were used in
the tests. , :

'':i 
'

Figure 34 shows the effeqtq qn the' mean pressure

coeffìcient of adding,an extfaihal.f row of houseS to éach

sids of an isolated low-set house. A significant insrease

in the ¡oof suctions occuß. However, some reduction inl
the suctions then occurs when an extra one or two ¡ows
is added,downwind. Similar but reduced effects occur on
high-set houses. :,

The effect of a single row of shielding houses upwind of
a row containing the instrumented high-set house is
shown in Figure 35. The ratio of eaves height to row
spacing was found to be the main parameter affecting
the nrean pressures. The only shielding:effects of any
signifìcance occur on the windward wall and at the
leading edge of the roof. The effects are quite severe

when the shielding row is 20 m upwind, gradually
reducing as the separation distance is increased. At the
'nonual? subu¡ban spacing of 40 m, a reduction of about
5O% in the.leading edge suction occurs. For the same

absolute separation distances, there was less reduction
due to shielding on the low-set houses because of the
reduced building height. The reduction in leading edge

suction at the 'norrhal' spacing of 40 m is about 25%.

The'maximum number of upwind rows that could bê

accomrnodated in these tests was three. It was found
that thê'centreline meari presiures were largely insensitive
to the number of upwind rows but sensitive to the ratio
of height to spacing, as indicated earlier. This is illustrated
in Figure 36, for both high and low-set houses, where
the range of centreline'pressure coefficients for the
standard 40 mrspacing is shown compared with the
values measured on the isolated house. Six combinations
of upwind and downwindl rows ,were tested in each
case. I

Less effect of shielding was apparent on the rms and
peak pressure coefficients compared with the mean
pressure coefficients.

.l:

3.2,9 Overall fotces,moments and structural effects. All
the:JCU wind tunnel tests results deséribed previously ìn
SectiÒns '3.2.4 to 3.2.8 were obtained f¡om'individual'
measurements of pressures at single points on the
building surface. Howevel, the actual loading on structural
components will be influenced by the simultaneous
fluctuating p¡essures occurring over all areas of the
building exposed to the wind, weighted appropriately by
the influence function associated with the particular
load or effect. 

, r

Direct measurements of total forces and moments have

been carried out using a three-component force and

moment balance (Roy and Holmes 1981). A configur-
ation ofthree sensitive force transdúcers was used on the
balance. The output of these transduce¡s was digitized
by;a' ¡¡ini-.omputer and weighted with a matrix of
coefficients determined by static calibration, to obtain
instantâneous horizontal and vertical forces, and over-
turning moment. i'

Figure 37 shows values of mean, rms fluctuating and
peak force and moment cdeffìcients nìeasured on a

model of a single-storey house with a'l0o pitch roof.



Each value represents au ensemble average of about 20
separate runs, each of a duralion equivalent to about l0
minutes in full scale.

,ti-,¿.

An approach used at the University of Wertern Ontarii>
for the determination of structural loads,and effects was
described,. Ín Spction 3 .l .3 . This method has practical dis.
advantages for wind tunnel studies, ini thatla mimber,of
pressure t¡ansducers are required to be operating simul.
taneously. Also, iffurther structural effects are rêquired,
a new set of wind tunnel tests must be carried out.

An alternative approach requiring only two transducers
and instrumentation channels to be operating simultan-
eously has been developed at James Cook University
(Holmes and Best l98l). The method is illustrated dia-
grammatically in Figure 38. The,required aerodynamic
information is the mean and rms,pre.ssure,_,coçfficient
together with the rms coefficient of the deqiv¿tive of the
pressure fluctuations foranumbetof panels on the build-
ing surface in the region affeçtfng the,_reguired loadsr
The correlation coefficients for lthe fluctuating pfessures
and thei¡ derivatives for every pairof panels are also re.
quired. Double summations will then give the rms fluctu-
ating value, and the nnq derivqtive of any structu¡al effect
for which the influence coefficients are known can then
be computed, as shown in Figure 38. Finally, the expected
peak value of the structural effect can be determined,
assuming a Gaussian distribution fo¡ the effeat. This
method was used to compute fluótuating and peak,valqes
of a number of structural and overall leads forthe oentral
bay of a single storey house (Holmes and Best 1981).

, .l- r ' rr '' ;l'rì
However, the Gaussian assymption appearstq be.uncon-r
sqrvative for many structural loads and gffectt associated,
with low rise buildings. A modification to the covariance
integration.method' described abovç allgwing for non-
Gaussian effects is described by Holmes and Rains (t 9S l).
A completely different approaqþ based on ,coinçident

peaks'is described by Holmes (1982).

4, OTHER STUDIES
j :'

A number of other,studies of wind loading of low rise
buildings have been carriod out in;the last l0 yearsr:
Space does ngt pqr,r,nlt a full despription of all this work,
here, and the reader is rgferred to the reference$:cited
below for further detailq. The work described,:below
consists of either full. sqale measl¡rement5, or boùndary
layer wind tunnel mçpsuremgnls in which acceptable
mean velocity profiles and turbulence intensities werç
used.

9

tunnel studies of the BRE full scale Aylesbury experi
ment have been carried out,by Barnaud and Gandemer
(1974), Greenway and Wood (1977 -78),Tieleman et al.
(1980), and Tieleman et al. (1981). A conrparison of
mean pressure coefficients for several of these wind
tuhnel studies for a particular roof slope and wind
dirdction has been made by Holmes and Best (1978b).
High correlation coefficients were found, but some
differences in absolute values were apparent; these could
be explained by differences in the mean velocity profìle
and static pressure reference used in the various tests.
Iæss good agreement was found between the fluctuating
pressure coefficients and this could be explained by
differing turbulence intensities.

Tieleman et al. (1981) also, made a detailed comparison
of the available full scale and model data from the
Aylesbury building. Differences were large enough to
justify further comparisons, taking closer note of the
inhomogeneous site conditions in full scale, and of the
varying modelling techniques.+rsed.

.,: i,,

4.2 Other Full Scale Studies
Soveral ,frfl scale ,sïi¡dies, heve been,car¡ied out,by the
National, Bureau,, of,.Standards (NBS) on the United,
States. ,Full. scale:'point pfessure measuremerits were
carried out..on a US Air Fbrce house in Montana,.Mean
and fluctuating pressures were recorded for six poihts on
the gable roof of the building for various wind directions.
TJre results, together,with wind tunnel :tests carried out
at.'Co1ôrado,.State University; âre described by MarShall,
(1975). Earlier wind tunnel tests on the same model are
described by Dreher and Cermak (t9't3). Fairly good
agreemçnrt. between .the ¡né'an' pressute coefhcients.
recorded,in full and model,sóale was found,,with soi¡e
differences explained:by 'drift problems in the full scald
me asurements. Tho r r.rns fl uctuaiing p ressure c oeffìcienf s

showed less good agreement; the wind tunnel values
were substantially' smaller. However,: this could be
explained readily by therlow turbulence intensity used in
the wind tunnel tests. ':

,:1 : 'i ' /tij . : 'ì¡

A comprehensive set of measurements on a mobile honie
were also caried out by the NBS, and are described by
Marshall (197.1).' The mea$u¡enienti bönsisted of point
pressures on'the,ròôf'rand ìvalls; and:,total lift and drag
forces on the complete,'bûildiäg: An indication of the
area averaging effect, described previously in this paper,
was obtained by combining numerically the fluctuating
pressurs: recordirigs frÒm,.: several taps. The relatively
small reductioni,when .pressures along the line of the
leading edgerof tþe ioof,were eombined, was a notable
feature. ::i,:'r r ,,': I ¡

The rNBS also measured point pressutes on some small
single storey houses in the Philippines. The results,
together with corresponding wind tunnel results from

4.1 Âylesbury Wind Tunnel Tests
As well as the work of Holmes and Best (l97gb), and
Apperley et al. (1979) mentioned previously, other wind
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tests carried out by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, are described by Tieleman and

Reinhold (1976).

The total lift force on a small flat-roof building was

measured by Kim and Mehta (1977), together with the
upwind mean velocity and turbulence properties. The
amplitude probability density of the fluctuating lift
force was fìtted with a Gamma distribution. A close

relationship was found between the spectrum of lift
force fluctuations and that of the upwind velocity
fluctuations.

pressures. Many of these mèasurements were repéated in
more detail in the JCU studies described in Section 3.2.
With a few exceptions, general agreement was found.

Wind tunnel measurements on flat-roof building models
at UWO and JCU, were described by Stathopoulos ef ¿/.
(1981), Stathopoulos (l98lb) and by Holmes and Rains
(1981). In,the latter case, measurementson acurved-roof
model were also made. In both studies, measurements of
loads on various roof panels were made. In the JCU
study, correlation coefficients were obtained between
panel loads enabling rms and peak loads on roo,f sections
of various areas to be computed. The effect of increasing
tributary area cìn reducing the fluctuating loads was
shown clearly.

IVind tunnel studies of various aspects of wind loads on
low rise buildings are ,discussed by Kramer et al. (1980).
As part of this vuork, a cor.nparison is made of pressures

on one of the models tested in the UWO study, described
in Section 3.1; equivalent measurements on the same

model tested in the UIVO tunnel and in the Aachen wind
tunnel, in which artificial growth methods of atmospheric
boundary.layer simulation are used, showed fairly good
agreement.

Finally, a study which is of relevance to the wind
loading of grouped low rise buildings is that of Hussain
and Iæe (1980). Drag and lift forces on,rectangular
blocks set in arrays of various sizes were measured.

5. ASSESSMENTOFTHEAUSTRALIAN
, STANDARD

5.1 Introduction and Quasi.Static Format
The highly fluctuating nature of wind velocities, pressures

and structural loads, as described previously, makes the
prediction of wind loads by simplifìed approaches in
codes or standards at best only a fair apploximation to
reality. Ho'wevel, most low rise buildings in Australia are

designed by direct application of the Australian Standard
AS 1170 Part 2 (Standards Association of Australia,
1981). However, it should be noted that clauses 2.1 to
2.5 of the standard allow the use of boundary layer wind
tunnel tests and other 'state of the a¡t' techniques for
the determination of wind loads. :

A general form for the effective design pressure loading
acting gn the surface of a building.in a wind code format
is:. .i;, ì

wþere Gp is a gust factor for the effective pressure to
take account of the effects of tutbulence, both in the

Iæicester and Hawkins (1979) described preliminary
measurements on a one-third scale model house situated
in the natural wind. Loads on the central section of the
gable roof building with a 14o roof pitch were measured
using a se¡ies of 'floating' panels supported on strain
-gauged elements. This technique has advantages in that
the building can be orientated easily in any required
direction in relation to the wind, and surrounding
non-instrumented buildings can be placed in a variety of
arrangements. However, thåre are some problems in
interpreting the results in relation to full scale buildings.

Another fìeld measurement facility is described by
Kavanagh (1979). Roof and wall 'subsystems'of known
dynamic characterisiics were mountêd independeitty in
a low rise structure of 20o roof pitch. The deflection-
responses of the subsystems can be used to derive the
resultant forces on rgofand walls.

Point pressure measu¡êmentg,at l2locations on the.roof
of a flat roof test'building were çarried gut Þy, $anda
(1980). Amplitude probability densities and spectra and
cross-spectra for pairs of fluctuating pressu¡es were
measured. However, because there were no geparate

intemal pressure measurements, no direct measurement
of mean extemal pTessures could be made. .

Full scale measu¡ements of wall presiures on a'sma['
experimental building for comparison with wind tunnel
ci¿ta were made by the Virginia Polytechnic Instituie

980). Generally,
in the full s,gale

y by the lack of
stationarity in the full s'cale records, but the turbulence
scales were apparently somewhat smaller than optimum
in the wind tunnel tests. 

:

4.3 Other Wind Tr¡nnel Stu'diês 
ri

Following Cyclone Tracy in Darwin in 197{, preliminary
studies of wind loads on lortu rise buildings wpre carried
out by Vickery 0976) and Jancaustas aiid Shárp
(1977). Point pressure and force measurements on roof
panels, complete roofs and complete house models were
ma¿..- Jancauskas and Sharp'also measured inieìnal

(3)



upwind,velocities and induced by the building. In AS
1170 Part 2, the general fomlula is not (3), but the
following: ,:

P = thPî2ep ='Á.p(Guü)2õp (4)

By comparison with (3), it may be seen that ihe effective
gust factor used in AS I 170 Part 2 is equal to the square
of the gust factor for velocity, Gu = t7ü, wheret defined
as the peak gust acting over 2 to 3 seconds, with an
appropriate' return period (normally 5 0 years).

Implicit in the use of equation (4) is the assumption that
the pressures on the building follow faithfully the up-
wind velocity variations in a quasi-static manner, although
a small anìount of fìltering has been introducbd by the
use of the 2 to 3 second gust rathei thän'the absolute
peak velocity. Such an approach,is probábly a ieasoäâble
cjne for a simplified code fonnat'Tbriìrtatl relatively rigid
strÍlbtures, but is not suitablerfor'laþr struÒtuies and
areas for which the dynamic (rebonuít)''iesiionSé is
signifioant. Onel'advantage 'ôIrequation (4) is that the
non-linear squaie law relationship between velocity and
pressures is retained, whereas the more sophisticated
approaches for taller structures usually use linearized
relationships ibetween fluetuating velocity and pressures.

For stnlctural,loading, AS 1170 Part 2 uses valuås'fôr
the pressure coeffìcient CO that are averaged ovei the
area of the principal su¡faces of the structure. For
cladding near the edges of roofs and walls, edge factors
are provided, pridciþally to: take account roi thÞlvariatiori
of mean pressure and the higher mean Co valuéi iñ these
regions. However, these factors can dsð be 'calibrated'
to take account'of, thè high,instantaneoudisuctions lin

theæ regions.'measuièd'in both u¡ind tunnel and frfl
SCale te|ts. ,r , ' ì'ì

- ::' :,i i

5.2 ir, ¡¡"a"tr', Developments r; )

With the recent resurgencÈ of înterest of reséarchers in
thetwind loadihg of low rise buildings, as-describedrin
thls paper,. several'changes, in both formàt'iand detail,
have been acceptetl recently'for'those sections'ùf thé AS
1,170 Part 2 rèlating to low risérbuildings. )

.:: )

ll

Canadian Code, National Research Council of Canada
re80.)

Table 5.3 in AS ll70 Part 2 is a table of reduction
facto¡s for roof loads, which are essentially correction
factori to the implied gust factorin AS ll70 part 2 as

described in Section 5.1 of this paper. After an examin-
ation of relevant wind tunnel data frol.u James Cook
University and the University of Western Ontario, the
revised table shown in Table 2 of this report has been
proposed and accepted.

The values in this table are considerably less than the
existing ones, but the independence from building shape
and size has been retained.

A change in format is proposed for the local pressure
factor$ in Appendix B of the standard. At present, differ-
ent local pressure factors are specified, depending on

specifìef,.
J

A review of the available datá 'onrirean pressure coeffìc-
ients for low-rise gable roof buildings has produced the
proposed'pressure cbeffiþients for Appendü Br¿jf,AS
1170 Fart '2ishown;iri Table l. Eieept,fdr larþe h/d
ratios, there is a reduction in the roofsuctions from thðl
values in the l98l edition of AS 1170 Pa¡t 2. When the
mean roof pressure is near zero, thére is air.àllowance for
the changing sign ofthe pressures as a result ofturbulence.
Ilowever, it shoultl be noted that the lmportant variation
of pressure coefficients with h/d ratio, ias well as roof
pitch has been ietaingd (unlike the recently published

to is the question

, the practice in
them on the worst

incident
realily,

when the design wirrd occurs, only a small 'proportion of

for any

ding. I¡
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6. CONCLUSTONS

Tlús paper has attempted to provide a state of the art
¡eview of the knowledge of wind loading of low rise

buildings, with some emphasis on Australian conditions.'
After an historical review and a brief discussion of the
fluid mechanics of wind flow around low buildings, a
summary of recent wind tunnel and full scale research

studies has been given. Some discussion of the design

approach in the Australian Standard ASll70 Part 2

has been given, and present and future developments iir
relation to the design of low buildings for wind loads arp,

discussed.

From this paper, it should be apparent that much
progress has been made in the last 10 years or so, in
understanding the nature and mechanisms of wind
loading, and in developing measurement techniques for
wind tunnel and full scale studies. Probabilistic design

concepts for w
general reliabili
Further progre

the near future.
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i i, 'r|;TABLE I
' 

!-'!lr 
l

CHANGES TO APPENDIX B OF AS ITTO PART 2

As tlft0 Part 2, Table B2.l
External pressure céofliciènts (Cp) for roofs of buildings'

with h/d < 0.5* for0 = d with a< ld,
and d,= 9d for dt ir

Distance from
windwar{r

leading edge

Extern¡l ptessu¡e

coefficient Cp for
slopes D and E

0 to l,h -0.9
-0.5
-0.3
-0.1

i;: I r,-1 4,19'2 h,

2hto3hj
>3h

i8;r'
*roíh¡a > bis, roiÚ'='ti", usetabte 82.2íuiìth ûi= 10"

t:

t¡ i . 1

of
E1.lii, ,:'|J. 1

' 'ri"i''¡¡r 'irì AS 1170part 2,TzbleB2.2
: I I í: ' ' É)itdtnal presui'e coeffîcients (Cp) for gable roofs' . j buildiígs fo¡ 0 = 0o wiihld,t 1bq 

'i'lt' i

-i ,Jì , r: ì

hld

.'¿

¿,i.'li)

Sloþeþ't:' i:
Angle 4. . .

(deglees).',,,

'.1-i: /,Slode)E

,4,ngle 4
:, .!r ; 'i (¿egroes)

l0 l5 20 25 30 35 rt: !{J¡rii:.r.t>60; ,l; ,to ,10i! 15 >20 i1 '

<0.25 -0.4-0-,7'

- 0.9

-0.3
+0.2

+ 0.4

-0.2,
+ 0.3

-0.2
+o)í

+ 0.5 + 0.01a -0.2
:, i i: ,i.: . . ii

;' .' :i':, ii:!,,, i;.;i . ,',,
'+0.{ ,'+0.q1q, ,i ,,-L0.5

- 0.5 - 0.6

- 0.5 * 0.6

IJ

0.5

>1.0 'li.¡
;I

+ 0.010

itr- I

,.,'u,'l 0'f.' :';,0'6
,b ,':, "¡.

-q'f
!-:

.t . ,

Notes: J_¿i :r- : :t I

(Ð Where two vqlÌ¡gq_are listed, the roof sh¡rll be designed for both values.
) ', I j't .,L .j ..,, ì : ¡íi

(ü) Linear interpolation may be used to obtain intormediate values fo¡ slopes -rther thàh thoie shown; or foi h/d ratios
othe¡ than those shown. Interpolation should only be ca¡ried out betneen values of the same sign.
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ÎABLE2

NEW REDUCTION FACTORS FOR ROOFS

A¡o¿ Reduction
factor,
R¡

1o m2

25 m2
> 100 m2

1.00

0.80

0.90

Notes:
(i) Aroa = load trlbutary aroa

(il) These factorsa¡e for the calculatlon ofloads on tho mqior

roof supporting structure and not on cladding elemsnts

(üt) Inte¡medlate values may be obtainod by into4ol¡don


